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1.	Karyotyping involves arranging the chromosomes of an individual into pairs.  Describe one application of this process, including the way in which the chromosomes are obtained.
(Total 5 marks)

 
2.	What are the chromosomes of fungi made of?
A.	DNA only
B.	DNA and protein only
C.	DNA and RNA only
D.	DNA, RNA and protein
(Total 1 mark)

 
3.	Which characteristics are used to identify chromosomes when constructing a karyotype?
I.	The length of the chromosome.
II.	The position of the centromere on the chromosome.
III.	The pattern of bands on the chromosome.
IV.	The position of the chromosome on the spindle.
A.	I only
B.	I and II only
C.	I, II and III only
D.	I, II, III and IV
(Total 1 mark)



4.	What is always a difference between the alleles of a gene?
A.	Their position on the chromosome
B.	Their amino acid sequence
C.	The number of codons that each contains
D.	Their base sequence
(Total 1 mark)

 
5.	What are the components of a eukaryotic chromosome?
A.	One DNA molecule and one large protein
B.	Many DNA molecules and many proteins
C.	One DNA molecule and many proteins
D.	Many DNA molecules and one large protein
(Total 1 mark)

 
6.	What is a karyotype?
A.	Maternal and paternal autosomes arranged in pairs.
B.	Chromosomes arranged in pairs according to the number of their genes.
C.	Chromosomes arranged in pairs according to their size and shape.
D.	Chromosomes arranged in pairs according to their size.
(Total 1 mark)








7.	What is the cause of sickle cell anemia?
A.	Errors in the translation of mRNA
B.	A base substitution mutation in DNA
C.	A transcription error that replaces A with U
D.	A mutation that leads to glutamic acid instead of valine
(Total 1 mark)

8.	Why is amniotic fluid collected during prenatal testing for abnormal chromosomes?
A.	To obtain uterine cells
B.	To obtain fetal cells
C.	To obtain dissolved chemical by-products of fetal development
D.	To replace it with fluid containing special growth hormones
(Total 1 mark)

9.	What can be concluded on the basis of the following karyotype?
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A.	Female with a normal set of chromosomes
B.	Male with Down syndrome
C.	Female with Down syndrome
D.	Male with a normal set of chromosomes
(Total 1 mark)

10.	In what way are eukaryotic chromosomes different from prokaryotic chromosomes?

Eukaryotic chromosomes
Prokaryotic chromosomes
A.
Protein is present
Protein is absent
B.
DNA is present
DNA is absent
C.
RNA is present
RNA is absent
D.
RNA is absent
RNA is present
(Total 1 mark)

11.	Which processes result in the greatest amount of genetic variation in a population?
A.	Natural selection and meiosis
B.	Meiosis and mutation
C.	Mutation and mitosis
D.	Mitosis and natural selection
(Total 1 mark)

 
12.	Up to two additional marks are available for the construction of your answers.
(2)
	(a)	Draw and label a diagram of the molecular structure of DNA.
(4)
(b)	Explain the consequences of a base substitution mutation in relation to the processes of transcription and translation.
(8)
(c)	Outline the evidence for evolution provided by homologous structures.
(6)
(Total 20 marks)


 
1.	application of karyotyping: [2 max]
find gender / test for Down's syndrome / 
other chromosome abnormality;
identify sex chromosomes / numbers of chromosome 21 / 
other chromosomes counted;
XX = female and XY = male / third chromosome
21 indicates Down's syndrome / 
other chromosome abnormality (eg. Klinefelter's syndrome);
 
	obtaining chromosomes: [3 max]
fetal cells obtained from amniotic fluid / amniocentesis / 
other named source;
white blood cells obtained;
cells encouraged to divide;
cells accumulated / blocked in metaphase;
prepare slide / chromosomes examined;
[5]

2.	B
[1]
3.	C
[1]
4.	D
[1]
5.	C
[1]
6.	C
[1]
7.	B
[1
8.	B
[1]
9.	C
[1]
10.	A
[1]
11.	B
[1]



12.	(a)	Award [1] for each of the following clearly drawn and correctly labelled.
Simple shapes may be used but must have a key or be clearly labelled.
	two nucleotide strands (note that strands must be drawn antiparallel
although it does not need to be labelled as such);
alternating sugar-phosphate backbone;
complementary base pairs shown, A-T and C-G;
hydrogen bonds between base pairs;
covalent bonds between sugar and phosphate groups / between sugar and bases;
	nucleotide including sugar, phosphate and base (with parts correctly
connected);	4 max
 
(b)	mutation is a change in the genetic make-up;
base substitution mutation occurs when one (nitrogenous) base in DNA chain is
replaced by another;
this is a gene mutation / change in the base sequence of a gene;
effect of mutation ranges from no effect / no change in amino acid sequence to
drastic changes;
sickle-cell anaemia involves change in gene for one of polypeptides in
hemoglobin / Hb / HBA;
GAG has mutated to GTG (on DNA);
adenine replaced by thymine in DNA;
transcription of DNA produces the triplet GUG instead of GAG on mRNA;
one codon is different in mRNA;
new codon is for valine rather than glutamic acid;
tRNA brings amino acid to ribosome during translation;
different amino acid placed in polypeptide chain being formed by translation;
the two amino acids differ in solubility / have different properties / valine causes
HBS to be less soluble;
causes red blood cells to become sickle shaped / carry oxygen less efficiently;
HBS allele causes sickle-cell anaemia but gives resistance to malaria;	8 max
 
(c)	comparative anatomy of groups of animals or plants shows certain
structural features are basically similar;
homologous structures are those that are similar in shape in different types
of organisms;
structural similarities imply a common ancestry;
(homologous structures) used in different ways;
	example is pentadactyl limb in vertebrates / modification of ovary wall or
pericarp to aid seed dispersal / other suitable example;
	adapted to different mode of locomotion in particular environment / 
example of two differences such as bat’s wing and human hand;
illustrates adaptive radiation since basic plan adapted to different niches;
the more exclusive the shared homologies the closer two organisms are related;
certain homologous structures in some species with no apparent function such as
human appendix (homologous with functional appendix in herbivores);	6 max
(Plus up to [2] for quality)
[20]



